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Public Realm Introduction

1

The SJH Campus Public Realm Strategy is a
supporting document to the National Paediatric
Hospital Project Planning Application and the St
James’s Campus Draft Site Capacity Study.
The importance of the public realm to the quality of
life of citizens is well recognized. The proposals in
this study have been developed in the light of current
DCC planning policies and strategies. The main issues
arising from these reports that impact on the public
realm recommendations are summarised below:
DUBLIN CITY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2011 - 2017
• A high quality, joined-up Public Realm is central to
the city’s Development Plan
• Development Plan provides guidance on the
design of successful street and public spaces with
a key objective to prepare a Public Realm Strategy
(SCO10)

Dublin City Development Plan
2011 – 2017
WRITTEN STATEMENT

4

SHAPING THE CITY

Your City
e
Your Space
y
Dublin City
a
Public Realm
Strategy

• Chapter 4 ‘Shaping the City’ emphasises the need
for a high quality network of active, attractive and
safe streets and public spaces (Policies SC18 and
SC19)
DUBLIN CITY PUBLIC REALM STRATEGY - Your City,
Your Space
• A network of diverse, interesting and enjoyable
spaces
• Create a public realm that is convenient, accessible
and safe
• Easy for people of all ages and abilities to use
• Welcoming and comfortable
• Celebrates the quality of the city’s unique spaces
and character
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St James’s Hospital Campus Pedestrian and
Vehicular Access
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS – EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS
The key pedestrian access points from the
surrounding street network are outlined in the figure
overleaf.
• St James’s Gate will continue to serve pedestrians
arriving from the north east of the Hospital
Campus including along St James’s Street and
Thomas Street. In addition this route also serves
as the primary pedestrian entrance from Hueston
Station.
• Trinity Entrance is a new campus gateway
proposed as part of the Children’s Research and
Innovation Centre. It is aligned with the steps on
the north side of St James’s Street that lead down
to the River Cammock and on to Heuston Station,
so is well placed to encourage movement into the
campus from this side.
• Mount Brown Entrance will serve pedestrians
arriving from the northwest of the Hospital Campus
including from Islandbridge and Kilmainham. In
addition the local bus stops located on Mount
Brown can be accessed from this point. The
national paediatric hospital project includes a
proposal to renovate the steps between Mount
Brown and Cameron Square and connect them
directly into the campus at their southern end.
• South Circular Road Entrance (Rialto Gate) will
continue to serve pedestrians arriving from the
west and in particular from the Inchicore area.
• Rialto LUAS Stop Entrance will provide a new
access point into the campus. The children’s
hospital will have a prominent entrance here and
the intention is to also to open up access at this

point for pedestrians going to the adult hospital.
The stop also serves the residential catchment
to the south west including those travelling from
Rialto and Crumlin.
• Fatima LUAS Stop Entrance will provide a new
access point into the campus once the Mercer
Institute for Successful Aging opens. The intention
is that future development in this part of the
campus can further improve permeability.
• South-East Entrance serves pedestrians arriving
from Cork Street and the Coombe. Cork Street is
an important public transport route serving routes
No. 27, No. 77A, 56A, 151.
• Market Street Entrance will provide a new access
point into the campus once the existing pathology
building is redeveloped. It will cater for local
pedestrian demand from the neighbouring area
including Grand Canal Place and Market Street
(Guinness Storehouse). This entrance will provide
good connectivity to future development zones to
the east of the campus.
PEDESTRIAN ACCESS – INTERNAL CONNECTIONS
The primary pedestrian route within the Hospital
Campus today is between St James’s Gate and Rialto
Gate. The key desire line is along the southern side
of this roadway, from where the majority of buildings
within the Hospital Campus are accessed. The
following key measures are required along this route to
enhance its attractiveness:
• The provision of a continuous 3.0m wide footpath
along the southern side of the roadway.
• The removal of the existing slip roads opposite
Hospital 2.
• The removal of the existing internal roundabout

opposite the visitor’s car park and the two left
turning lanes.
• The reduction in road width leading to the visitor’s
car park.
• The construction of a physical barrier preventing
people from walking in front of the visitor car park
access ramp. Pedestrians will need to be routed
around the Chief Executive’s Office to gain access
to the Main Adult Hospital Entrance.
• The removal of the parking behind the Chief
Executive’s Office and the enhancement of the
pedestrian environment.
• As part of the proposals for the National Paediatric
Hospital Project Planning Application the Central
Road will be upgraded and the pedestrian
accessibility will be improved.
Consideration of the key pedestrian desire lines has
identified the following issues:
• The creation of a central zone at the existing
entrance to the Adult Hospital where the primary
external route within the Hospital Campus, the
primary internal route within the Campus and the
key pedestrian route from the Fatima LUAS Stop
all converge. There are opportunities here to create
facilities for patients/ visitors such as cafes, open
spaces, etc.
• The requirement to provide good quality footpath
connections from the Rialto LUAS stop and the
entrance from the south east to the primary
external pedestrian route within the Hospital
Campus.
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CYCLING ACCESS STRATEGY
There are three key external cycle routes in the vicinity
of the Hospital Campus:

CAR PARK ACCESS STRATEGY

• St James Street- Mount Brown

The key recommendations with respect to car parking
and general vehicular access are as follows:

• South circular Road- Brookfield Road
• Luas Linear Park
The key recommendations with respect to cycling are
as follows:
• The primary access points for cyclists will be via
St James’s and Rialto gates. This route will also
facilitate through cycle movements across the
Campus. Restricting vehicular through traffic
movements will provide an environment where
cycling is more attractive.
• Provide both pedestrian and cycle access points
to the Campus from the Rialto and Fatima LUAS
stops.
• The Market Street access should also be for
cyclists.
• Provide safe and secure cycle parking within the
basement car parks for staff
• Provide surface cycle parking at various locations
throughout the campus to cater for visitors and
staff.
•

The removal of ad hoc parking within the Campus
and the construction of barrier controlled car parks
to cater for any loss of surface parking within the
Campus. The estimated number of parking spaces
within the children’s hospital basement car park is
set at 360.

•

•
•

•

PUBLIC TRANSPORT STRATEGY

The campus is already well served by public transport,
including the LUAS and regular bus services. These
provide onward connections to major public transport
Provide additional restrictions to through traffic
within the Campus (provided as part of the national nodes like Heuston and Connolly Stations. The key
recommendations with respect to public transport
paediatric hospital project)
access are as follows:
Augment the existing access points of St James’s
• Provide pedestrian access from the Rialto and
and Rialto with a third entrance off Mount Brown.
Fatima LUAS stops directly into the campus
Provide a maximum car parking provision on
• Provide pedestrian access from Mount Brown
Campus of circa 2,020 spaces with additional
directly into the campus
access to the campus for staff being delivered
through a Mobility Management Plan.
• Provide a new public transport node at the primary
entrance to the new children’s hospital
The removal of ad hoc parking within the campus
and the construction of barrier-controlled car parks
to cater for any loss of surface parking.

• Remove parking from the central courtyard within
the Trinity quadrant. The loss of parking here will
require agreement with Trinity.

• Retain the Dublin Bus No.123 service through the
campus and encourage additional services in the
future.
• Provide a new public transport node near the Adult
Hospital main entrance.

• Provide connectivity between the existing Adult
EMERGENCY ACCESS
Hospital visitor car park and any proposed
additional basement parking to the west (Maternity) The key recommendations include:
and east (Oncology).
• The provision of emergency access from both the
• Provide a perimeter roadway for both fire tender
Rialto Entrance and the St James’s Entrance
access and any servicing requirements.
• The provision of emergency set down serving the
emergency departments of the New Children’s
Hospital, the Adult Hospital and the proposed
Maternity Hospital in a single location.
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Public Realm Strategy - Challenges
The challenges facing the formulation of a
comprehensive public realm strategy are shown in the
adjacent illustration and summarised as follows:
• There is currently housing fronting the majority of
the boundaries of the campus. Proposals for the
areas of the campus adjacent to these areas will
need to be particularly sensitive to the preservation
of the existing amenity of the residents.
• A number of areas of the hospital site are
dominated by surface parking to the detriment of
the appearance of the campus. It is the aim of the
public realm strategy to create a more pedestrian
friendly campus by relocating surface parking
areas into basement areas of the new buildings.

PROTECTED STRUCTURES TO BE RETAINED
SENSITIVE RECEPTORS
VEHICLE DOMINATION
RESOLUTION OF LEVELS FOR CONTINUATION OF FOOTPATH
CURRENT ACCESS
GREATER INTEGRATION OF THE
HOSPITAL WITH ITS SURROUNDINGS

CONSERVATION AREA

• The new public realm for the hospital campus will
be planned around the retention of a number of
protected structures.
• The southern and eastern boundaries of the
hospital grounds currently form a barrier to
movement and views into the campus, and exhibit
an unwelcoming frontage to their surroundings.
• At present the Rialto bridge forms a visual barrier
and an obstruction to pedestrian movement
between the sections of linear parkland on each
side of the South Circular Road.

HOUSING

HOUSING

CONSERVA
T

ION AREA

HOUSING
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Public Realm Strategy - Opportunities
EXISTING BUILDINGS
TO BE RETAINED

HEUSTON STATION

The formulation of a new vision for the campus offers
a number of design opportunities both within and
outside the campus that can be realised. These are
summarised below:

IRISH MUSEUM
OF MODERN ART

PROPOSED GREEN SPACE
OPPORTUNITY TO
CREATE CENTRAL
ARRIVAL SPACE
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STRENGTHEN CONNECTIONS
WITH LOCAL CENTRES

JAMES’S TRAM STOP

HEALTH & INNOVATION
QUARTER

OPEN UP VIEWS INTO SITE
RESEARCH LAB OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL

• There are a number of opportunities to
enhance the connectivity of the hospital with its
surroundings. These arise both in relation to the
hospital’s existing context (e.g. improved access
from the LUAS tram stops and from Mount Brown,
and enhanced linkages with other established
landmarks - Heuston Station, Royal Hospital
Kilmainham, Kilmainham Gaol) and as a result of
potential development proposals and aspirations
(e.g. enhanced connectivity with neighbourhood
areas identified for regeneration)
• Development of an open space network extending
out from the St James’s Hospital Campus. This
could include the extension of the existing linear
park along the hospital’s southern boundary
towards the Grand Canal Harbour area of
development opportunity

WESTERN SITE RESIDENTIAL
LOCAL RETAIL

BUFFER PLANTING

• Formulation of an open space strategy for the
campus to include high quality, pedestrian
focussed gateway spaces

ARCHITECTURE AXIS
IMPROVED ACCESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
IMPROVED

• Strengthen sensitive site boundaries with belts of
planting and well-considered boundary treatments

CONNECTIONS
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• Open up views and connect landscape areas
within the campus with the existing linear park
along the southern boundary of the hospital.
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Public Realm Strategy - Open Spaces
The adjacent image illustrates a potential strategy for
open spaces. These are divided into five categories
and characterised as follows:
• Urban Gateways: These two spaces represent the
principal vehicle and pedestrian entrances from
the major access routes to the hospital campus St James’s Street and South Circular/ Brookfield
Road.
• Arrival Spaces: These spaces form a setting to the
main pedestrian entrances to the hospital campus.
They are located on the southern side of the
campus with a direct link to the Rialto and Fatima
LUAS tram stops.

GREEN SPACE
GREEN ‘FINGER’
RIVER CORRIDOR
STRONG URBAN GATEWAY
ARRIVAL SPACES
CENTRAL URBAN SPACE
HOSPITAL GARDENS

• Central Urban Spaces: The principal open spaces
at the centre of the campus are a linear park
bordering the northern boundary (a new proposal
that has evolved from the 2008 ODCP) and the
central square that is already an important and
attractive public space in front of St James’s main
entrance.
• Green Fingers: These areas illustrate the
opportunity for connecting the linear park beside
the southern boundary with new richly planted
areas between future buildings on the south side
of the campus, making the hospital feel more open
and welcoming.
• Hospital Gardens: This category captures two
areas that are oriented towards the needs of all
visitors and staff of the hospital as a space to pass
through and to enjoy as landscaped amenity.
N

Public Ream Strategy - Open Spaces
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Public Realm Strategy -Design Vision
The following series of illustrations show a possible
design vision at street and roof levels and in the
context of the regeneration strategy put forward by
Urban Initiative Studios (UIS) for Grand Canal Place
and its surroundings.
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• The main arrival space (Children’s Square) off
Brookfield Road leading directly to the heart of the
new children’s hospital
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• An enhanced arrival space to the hospital campus
(St. James’s Gate) off St James’s Street with more
space dedicated to pedestrian access within a
landscaped setting
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Draft Site Capacity Diagram - Street Level
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• The arrangement of the development around a
clear structure of internal streets or concourses.
These take their cue from the approach already
adopted by St James’s Hospital at the existing
main entrance as well as the proposed design
for the children’s hospital. In both cases public
movement within the hospitals occurs within daylit
spaces that have the feeling of ‘streets’

FATIMA
LUAS

• The main vehicle access route for buses,
emergency vehicles, cycles and car parks linking
St James’s Street and Brookfield Road. This route
has been designed into the enhanced landscape
setting of the campus
• The two pedestrian arrival spaces (Rialto Gate
and Fatima Gate) on the south side of the campus
leading from the Rialto and Fatima tram stops
• The replacement of surface parking alongside the
northern boundary with a linear park, which will be
the setting for the main external pedestrian route
across the campus

August 2015
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• An enhanced central square at the heart of the
campus that will continue to be a focal orientation
point for visitors to the campus
•

The network of courtyard gardens as an integral
part of the proposals bringing natural light, views
of landscaped spaces and access to outdoor
terraces to the surrounding buildings

• Planting belts along the boundaries with O’Reilly
Avenue, Donnellan Avenue and Cameron Square to
enhance the amenity of the residents here
• The merging of the landscape of the existing linear
park along the southern boundary (St James’s
Walk) and the parkland setting of the buildings on
the south side of the campus
• The creation of a new vehicle entrance off Mount
Brown in the north west corner of the campus to
access the underground car park of the children’s
hospital.
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Draft Site Capacity Diagram - Roof Level
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Open Space Key Plan
The vision for St James’s Campus set out in this
section articulates specific goals for each of the major
external spaces and public routes across the campus.
Where spaces do not already have an existing name,
we have suggested new names. These are intended
simply to aid the description and reinforce the sense
of place the vision is setting for each area. (see
adjacent illustration). The following pages combine a
short description of each space with images of similar
spaces elsewhere to give a sense of the possible
character.

1. ST. JAMES’S GATE
2. TRINITY GARDENS
3. ST. JAMES’S SQUARE
4. RIALTO GATE
5. FATIMA GATE
1

6. ST. JAMES’S WALK
2

7. HOSPITAL GARDENS
8. CHILDREN’S MEADOW

10

9. CHILDREN’S PLACE
8

10. MOUNT BROWN ENTRANCE

7
3

5

9
Masterplan - Roof Level

4
6

N

Key Plan to Areas of Open Space
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St. James’s Gate
The scale of the existing space is very large and the
hospital buildings feel remote from the LUAS stop.
These characteristics tend to undermine visitors’
sense of arrival. We believe there is potential in time to
increase the scale of buildings on the plaza’s eastern
edge, replacing the existing pathology and mortuary
buildings with 5-6 storey buildings. These could be
research focused, building on the presence of the
Trinity facilities opposite. Improvements to the plaza
itself could include the redesign of the paved surface
to give greater emphasis and priority to pedestrian
movement and the incorporation of a landmark
element , perhaps a canopy or sculpture, that marks
this important campus threshold.

The Space Today

Precedent Images
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Trinity Gardens
The intention here is replace the current cardominated space and create a pedestrian focussed
landscaped square as a setting for the protected
structure and the more recent Trinity research
and education buildings. The proposed Children’s
Research and Innovation Centre will frame the space,
replacing the existing derelict structure at this end
and providing a new pedestrian entrance from Mount
Brown, responding to the desire line identified in the
UIS study.
Seating, pockets of ornamental planting and expanses
of lawn will encourage this space to be more actively
used by staff, students and public.

Precedent Images

The Space Today
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St James’s Square
This is an attractive garden square with a formal
geometric relationship to the CEO’s building. It has
potential to be enhanced further through landscape
treatments and tied in to new developments, like the
proposed maternity hospital which will potentially
present a new entrance to the square’s western edge.

The Space Today

Precedent Images
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Rialto Gate (LUAS stop)
The character of this end of the existing linear park
will be transformed by proposed entrances to the
children’s and adult hospitals. These will bring with
them new paths, tree planting and lighting, which will
guide visitors into the campus from this important
public transport gateway.

Precedent Images

2014 ANNUAL

The Space Today

WLA 17
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Fatima Gate
Facing the Fatima Gate tram stop, this space could
form the setting to one of the main entrances into
the hospital on the southern side of the campus.
The calm and lush setting can be created by an
informal network of paths surfaced in high quality
materials which bisect well-planted landforms to
create enclosure and division of space. Trees can be
informally arranged and comprise a range of small to
medium sized trees with an emphasis on spring and
autumn colour. The planting can form settings away
for the path network for seating areas.

Precedent Images
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St. James’s Walk
The existing linear park that follows the line of the
old Grand Canal and today’s tramway offers great
potential to be a more attractive and better used
amenity. The opening up of the campus along its
northern edge, taking down the defensive existing
boundary wall and providing new points of access at
regular intervals, could re-activate the park and help to
make it feel a safer, more lively place. Hard and soft
landscape interventions could also bring new life to
it in the form of play areas, keep-fit facilities (perhaps
including a running track), kiosks and so on. New
lighting could also make it more secure for residents
using the LUAS after dark.

Precedent Images

The Space Today
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Hospital Gardens
Today’s surface car park could be replaced by an
east-west promenade, capitalizing on the many
existing trees to create a linear campus park. At its
eastern end we propose to demolish the single storey
dental buildings, allowing the new gardens to extend
past this point, connecting both to the gardens in the
heart of the Trinity quadrant and the cluster of mature
trees that mark the edge of St James’s Gate. At
their western end the Hospital Gardens will connect
to the landscape space at the northern end of the
proposed children’s hospital (The Meadows), providing
pedestrians and cyclists with an attractive and safe
route through the campus and on to Brookfield Road
and the South Circular. Within the gardens there is
potential for seating, play areas and kiosks. Paths at
regular intervals could intersect with the promenade
and connect with building entrances to the south,
making wayfinding, disabled access and general
mobility much simpler and attractive.
The National Paediatric Hospital Project planning
application proposes an upgrade to improve
pedestrian accessibility on the Campus Road .

The Space Today

Precedent Images
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Children’s Meadow
This new garden, part of the children’s hospital,
forms a belvedere terrace looking north towards the
landmarks of Royal Hospital Kilmainham and the
Wellington Monument. A generous meadow grass
lawn provides open space on axis with the children’s
hospital’s central concourse. This space is designed
as an informal recreation area incorporating natural
play features. The predominant design element is
the ‘meadow’ constructed as a series of undulations
which invite visitors to play and relax. Woven into the
undulations are footpaths, futher play elements based
on natural materials and areas of wildflower-rich grass.
In future it is anticipated that the children’s concourse
will be extended northwards and new buildings will
replace the garden. In this scenario the east-west
pedestrian route along the northern edge of the
children’s hospital will be preserved allowing continuity
of campus movement from the heart of St James’s
through to Brookfield Road and the South Circular
Road.

Precedent Images
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Children’s Place
VIEW TO BE UPDATED

As befits the campus’ western gateway and the main
entrance to a new national facility, the proposals for
the new children’s hospital include a major public
piazza where child friendly design is key focus.
This opens out towards the South Circular Road
and is framed principally by new buildings: the
children’s hospital itself and the associated family
accommodation unit opposite. The piazza will be
pedestrian priority but will accommodate vehicular
drop-off along one side. Trees, seating and public art
will reinforce its civic quality and make it an attractive
destination space in its own right.

The Space Today

Precedent Images
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Mount Brown Entrance
This route currently displays a hostile and neglected
environment dominated by graffiti and uneven and
poorly maintained steps. The aim of the proposed
design is to improve accessibility for residents and
hospital visitors along this route by regrading the
steps into even flights and repaving the route in high
quality, robust materials. The removal of the wall on
the east side of the steps and its replacement with
groundcover planting and trees will improve natural
surveillance and encourage use of the route and a
feeling of security.

Current view down steps leading to Mount Brown

Photomontage of improvement opportunities
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Public Realm Strategy - Internal Streets and
Courtyards
A network of internal streets form connections
between the possible new buildings of the vision
of the campus. The disposition of the buildings
themselves is based around the creation of a number
of courtyards of varying sizes. The following pages
display precedent images that represent the character
of these spaces.

INTERNAL STREET
COURTYARDS
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Internal Street Visualisation
Children’s Hospital Concourse

Concourse from New Children’s Hospital
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Internal Street Visualisation
Children’s Hospital Concourse

Concourse from New Children’s Hospital
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Precedent Images of the Public Realm Courtyards
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